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Semiotic Analysis & Gauntlett
Screen  1
Observations

Students might spot that, on the surface, there does appear to be some diversity: plus size model 
Ashley Graham, Ruby Rose identifies as gender fluid, Emma Willis & Fearne Cotton are more 
typical of women’s lifestyle cover models.

However, they should also see that they’re all successful, white women of a certain age.
In addition, through their analysis of images and cover lines, they should see at least three major 
themes clearly coming through, each presenting a certain ideology to the readers.

• Sex: Explicitly stated through cover lines: “Hot and bothered in a sauna sex club”, “Emma  
 Willis took us home and got us naked”,  “Kinky  boots, secret sex lives of footballers.” etc.

• Fitness/Slimness: Prevalent in cover lines: “The rewind workout” and, “Undo the damage!”  
 or through the dominant image of slim cover stars with a certain body type.

• Success/Wealth: Mentioned in cover lines: “Four things the mega rich know that you   
  don’t…yet”, “How to become a super brand”, “Could you be a bedroom billionaire?” and   
     “”Filthy rich.” Also portrayed through status/celebrity of models:

 Ashley Graham – Supermodel
 Emma Willis – TV presenter and model
 Ruby Rose – Actress
 Fearne Cotton - DJ

Screen 2
Students need to be given the opportunity to read theory and make notes. This is a relatively 
short extract from David Gauntlett about identity and how modern popular culture offers us a 
range of stars, icons and characters from whom we may pick and mix different ideas.

Gauntlett, David (2002), Media, Gender and Identity: An Introduction, Routledge, London and New 
York. (Extracts available at www.theoryhead.com/gender).
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Q. What does he say about what popular culture now offers us, in contrast with the past?”

A. “In contrast with the past - or the modern popular view of the past - we no longer get singular, 
straightforward messages about ideal types of male and female identities (although certain 
groups of features are clearly promoted as more desirable than others). Instead, popular culture 
offers a range of stars, icons and characters from whom we can acceptably borrow bits and 
pieces of their public persona for use in our own.”

Q. To what extent does Gauntlett’s statement hold true then for Cosmopolitan?

A. They should be able to use their observations from the first activity in order to answer this. 
Discussion should go some way towards evaluating the usefulness of Gauntlett’s theory too.


